We prove that the standard quantum mechanical description of a quantum state change due to measurement, given by Lüders' rules, is a special case of the constrained maximisation of a quantum relative entropy functional. This result is a quantum analogue of the derivation of the Bayes-Laplace rule as a special case of the constrained maximisation of relative entropy. The proof is provided for the Umegaki relative entropy of density operators over a Hilbert space as well as for the Araki relative entropy of normal states over a W * -algebra. We also introduce a quantum analogue of Jeffrey's rule, derive it in the same way as above, and discuss the meaning of these results for quantum bayesianism.
Introduction
An important part of a mathematical setting of probability theory can be considered as a special case of quantum theoretic kinematics. This can be seen most clearly when quantum theoretic kinematics is reformulated in algebraic terms, with quantum states defined as normal positive (or normalised) functionals over W * -algebras (see e.g. [107, 79] for an overview). The Borel-Steinhaus-Kolmogorov measure theoretic approach to foundations of probability theory is then recovered precisely from commutative W * -algebras and quantum states over them. 1 However, both quantum theory and probability theory are equipped with additional structures, which describe possible mappings of probabilities or quantum states. Can these prescriptions of information dynamics also be directly related to each other? In particular, there are various considerations [16, 17, 18, 106, 24, 109, 48, 49, 67, 117, 112, 19, 101, 63] of von Neumann's and Lüders' rules [120, 84] as noncommutative analogues of the Bayes-Laplace rule [11, 29, 31] . It is tempting to ask whether this analogy could be turned to something more definite, both conceptually and mathematically.
The main motivation for this paper is a series of results [96, 94, 95, 123, 33, 38, 126, 122, 23, 51, 43] showing that both Bayes-Laplace and Jeffrey's rules (as well as some other rules [39, 66, 43] ) can be derived as special cases of the constrained minimisation of various information distances on probabilistic models (in Section 2 we review briefly some of these results). This has led us to conjecture [78] that Lüders' rules may be special cases of constrained maximisation of a quantum relative entropy. In Section 4 we prove that the weak Lüders rule of quantum state change due to "nonselective quantum measurement" is a special case of quantum entropic projection, provided by the minimisation of the Araki distance subject to a specific set of constraints. We also introduce a quantum analogue of Jeffrey's rule and derive it as another special case of constrained Araki distance minimisation. These are the two main results of this paper. In addition, we show that the strong Lüders rule of quantum state change due to "selective quantum measurement" can be obtained from these results as the limiting case of quantum Jeffrey's rule or by regularised Araki distance minimisation. In Section 5 we show that both weak Lüders' rule and strong von Neumann's rule (which is the same as strong Lüders' rule for pure states) are also quantum entropic projections for a different quantum distance functional. With an exception of a derivation of a quantum Jeffrey's rule, our results hold for arbitrary W * -algebras, so they are applicable in quantum field theoretic and relativistic quantum information problems.
These results extend earlier considerations of Lüders' rules as analogues of the Bayes-Laplace rule with a novel mathematical and conceptual content: all these rules are special cases of the constrained relative entropic inference. In this sense, 'quantum bayesianism' can be considered a branch of 'quantum relative entropism'. A discussion of this issue is provided in Section 6.
History of the problem. An inference based on minimisation of quantum distance on quantum models was first proposed by Herbut [64] . He derived the weak Lüders rule from a constrained minimisation of norm distance in the Hilbert-Schmidt operator space. Unfortunately, his work has been left unnoticed by all works cited below. Several years later Marchand and collaborators [89, 14, 12, 13, 56, 54, 86, 87, 88] used Bures' distance [20] (which is metrical), and argued that its constrained minimisation should be considered as a description of the change of state of information due to "quantum measurement" described by a specific form of a coarse graining map [85] (conditioned upon a subset of an operator algebra, and predual to a specific form of noncommutative conditional expectation [55] ). Independently of this body of work, in [22] it was proposed to use the constrained minimisation of the WGKL distance (3.34) of probabilities arising from traces of density operators to derive the post-measurement quantum state. The rules of inferential change of quantum states based on a constrained minimisation of other metrical distances on quantum models were later reconsidered by other authors [59, 60, 34, 105] and some derivations of the strong von Neumann rule were obtained (see Section 5) . The reinterpretation of von Neumann's and Lüders' rules for "quantum measurement" as principles of inductive inference conditioned on specific information, and analogous to the Bayes-Laplace rule, was proposed at about the same time by Bub [16, 17, 18] (however, it can be claimed [112] , that already von Neumann was aware of the possibility of such interpretation). These two lines of thought were (implicitly) joined in Hadjisavvas' [59, 60] postulate that a quantum state change due to acquisition of data (e.g. in a measurement) should be provided by means of constrained minimisation of the JMGK distance (5.18), as well as in Donald's [40, 41] postulate that a description of "quantum measurement", understood as an inductive inference, should be provided by means of constrained minimisation of the Araki distance. 2 Donald stressed also that this procedure «clearly allows for approximate measurement, and indeed they are required (all real measurements are approximate), if K is taken to have a non-empty interior» [41] , where K ⊆ S(N ) is the constraint set. However, he provided no derivation of any of Lüders' rules (nor any other "quantum measurement" rules) from this procedure. Independently of the above works, Warmuth [122] used constrained minimisation of Umegaki's distance to derive a generalisation of the Bayes-Laplace rule to the case of density operators, with conditional probabilities replaced by covariance matrices. This generalisation has not reproduced Lüders' rules.
Our derivation of Lüders' rule is not only the first such result obtained for Umegaki's and Araki's distances, but also first result of this type obtained for any nonsymmetric quantum information distance. All results for quantum Jeffrey's rule are new. See also a closely related paper [62] , where the analogous results for weak and strong Lüders' rules are derived using another technique (based on differentiation, as opposed to generalised pythagorean theorem). 3 
Bayes-Laplace and Jeffrey's rules as entropic projections
The modern mathematical formulation of the Bayes-Laplace foundations for probability theory [11, 30] is based on finitely additive boolean algebras A and conditional probabilities, defined as maps p(·|·) : A × A ∋ (x, y) → p(x|y) ∈ [0, 1]. Its kinematics is given by the rules p(x|y) + p(¬x|y) = 1, (2.1)
from which the Bayes-Laplace theorem [11, 29, 31] follows,
3)
The 'marginal probability' p(b|η), called also an 'evidence', is a normalising constant calculated from
where I is a countable set, while the set {x i ∈ A | i ∈ I} is exhaustive ( i∈I x i = 1) and its elements are mutually exclusive (x i ∧ x j = 0 for i = j). In the simple cases this set may consist of two elements: {x, ¬x}. The dynamics of this approach is given by the Bayes-Laplace rule
The map (2.5) determines a rule of construction of the new conditional probability assignment associated to x under the constraint that certain additional statements ('facts', 'data', 'events') b are considered as ('appear as', 'are known as', 'are regarded as') true or false. So, p new (x|η) in (2.5) is interpreted as a ('posterior') conditional probability assigned to x whenever the truth value of b is given ('known'). If attribution of a definite truth value to b ∈ A is interpreted as an 'acquisition of data/facts', then the Bayes-Laplace rule can be understood as a procedure of statistical inference that transforms 'prior' information states p(x|η) about all 'hypotheses' x ∈ A into 'posterior' information states p new (x|η), under constraints provided by the acquired data b and the assumed relationship between b and x which is encoded in the information states p(b|x ∧ η). The probability p(b|x ∧ η) is sometimes called the 'sampling probability' (because before the constraint b is applied, p(b|x ∧ η) can represent a probability associated with possible values of constraints for a fixed hypothesis x) or the 'likelihood' (because after the constraint b is applied, p(b|x ∧ η) is considered as a probability of b as a function over possible hypotheses x). Jeffrey [70, 71, 72] proposed an alternative dynamical rule, now called Jeffrey's rule, 6) where n ∈ N, {b 1 , . . . , b n } is a set of exhaustive and mutually exclusive elements of A, and the constraints λ i = p new (b i |η) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} hold. The defining equality in (2.6) is equivalent to the condition
If n = 2 with b 2 = ¬b 1 =: ¬b and if p new (¬b|η) = 0, then Jeffrey's rule (2.6) reduces to the Bayes-Laplace rule (2.5).
where Pi are rank 1 projectors, minimises the Umegaki distance D1| B(H)
(ρ, σ). This is a special case of our result for the weak Lüders rule. The generalisation to our result is stated without proof in [25] .
The first derivation of the Bayes-Laplace and Jeffrey's rules from constrained minimisation of the information distance functional (more precisely, the WGKL distance) was provided by Williams [123] . However, as he admitted, his derivation has a restricted validity, because it does not deal with conditional probabilities. This can be solved following van Fraassen's suggestion: «When two spaces are used (parameter or hypothesis space and observation or sample space) I shall think of these as subspaces of a larger one (possibly produced by a product construction), so that in a single context all propositions are represented by measurable sets in a single space» [118] . Following the results of Caticha and Giffin [23, 51] , consider a constrained minimisation of the WGKL distance (3.34),
n < ∞, with parametrisation θ : M(X , ℧(X ),μ) → Θ ⊆ R n allowing to consider a measure space (Θ, ℧ Borel (Θ), dθ) as well as a product measure space (X × Θ, ℧(X × Θ),μ × dθ), and with constraints given by
where λ 1 and λ 2 (x ) are Lagrange multipliers, and δ(x − b) is Dirac's delta at b ∈ X . The posterior probability selected as a unique solution of this variational problem is given by
where
which leads to the Bayes-Laplace rule (2.5) on Θ, 4
. If the second constraint in (2.9) is replaced by a more general form,
13)
4 More precisely, it leads to a generalisation of this rule to a domain of countably additive boolean algebras (representable by the Loomis-Sikorski theorem), which contains contains the finitary rule (2.5) as a special case. While there is no universal (generic) extension of the notion of conditional probability to a measure theoretic framework, p(θ|x ) can be interpreted as a density of a conditional measure under some conditions. This is not problematic as long as one interprets the above derivation as a proof of backwards compatibility of entropic projections with the Bayes-Laplace framework (which is finitary anyway), and not as a method of extending this framework from finite to countably additive boolean algebras.
corresponding to a condition q(x ) = Θ dθq(x , θ) = f (x ) with a given probability density f ∈ M(X , ℧(X ),μ), then the entropic projection (2.8) reproduces Jeffrey's rule (2.6) on Θ,
The Bayes-Laplace rule changes information states by means of constraints imposed on the level of propositions, while the entropic projections utilise constraints imposed on probabilities. Hence, in order to recover the former rule from the maximum entropy rule one needs a very strong constraint, which forces a unique reference of probability distribution to an underlying space X of propositions: Θ dθp new (x , θ) = δ(x − b). So, while (for example) the mean value constraints can be partially dismissed by the new knowledge that is incorporated by the sequential maximum relative entropy updating (see e.g. [113, 52] ), Dirac's delta constraints always remain preserved by subsequent updatings. 5 From this perspective, Jeffrey's rule can be understood as arising due to weakening of constraints, which are allowed to carry some additional uncertainty.
More generally, Diaconis and Zabell [33] 
. In Theorem 4.29 of Section 4 we will derive a quantum analogue of the latter result.
Quantum distances and relative modular theory
In this section we present the mathematical terminology that is used throughout the paper. We also briefly introduce some more advanced notions and results from the theory of operator algebras that are required to set up the mathematical background and notation for the W * -algebraic part of the results presented in Sections 4 and 5. See [79] for a detailed discussion of these structures and their properties.
States and weights over W * -algebras
A C * -algebra is a Banach space C over C with unit I that is also an algebra over C and is equipped with an operation * : C → C satisfying (xy) * = y * x * , (x + y) * = x * + y * , x * * = x, (λx) * = λ * x * , and ||x * x|| = ||x|| 2 , where λ * is a complex conjugation of λ ∈ C. A W * -algebra is defined as such C * -algebra that has a Banach predual. If a predual of C * -algebra exists then it is unique. Given a W * -algebra N , we will denote its predual by N ⋆ . Moreover,
is a commutative W * -algebra, and L 1 (X , ℧(X ),μ) is its predual. Every commutative W * -algebra can be represented in this form. This way the theory of W * -algebras generalises both the localisable measure theory and the theory of bounded operators over Hilbert spaces. We define a statistical model as a set M(X , ℧(X ),μ) ⊆ L 1 (X , ℧(X ),μ) + , where (X , ℧(X ),μ) is a localisable measure space. The elements of L 1 (X , ℧(X ),μ) + 1 are Radon-Nikodým quotients of probability measures (dominated byμ) with respect toμ, and are called probability densities. If N is a W * -algebra, then we define a quantum model as a set M(N ) ⊆ N + ⋆ . The elements of N + ⋆ will be called quantum states or (just) states.
A weight on a W * -algebra N is defined as a function ω : N + → [0, +∞] such that ω(0) = 0, ω(x + y) = ω(x) + ω(y), and λ ≥ 0 ⇒ ω(λx) = λω(x), with the convention 0 · (+∞) = 0. A weight is called: faithful iff ω(x) = 0 ⇒ x = 0; finite iff ω(I) < ∞; semi-finite iff a left ideal in N given by
is weakly-⋆ dense in N ; trace iff ω(xx * ) = ω(x * x) ∀x ∈ N ; normal iff ω(sup{x ι }) = sup{ω(x ι )} for any uniformly bounded increasing net {x ι } ⊆ N + . A space of all normal semi-finite weights on a W * -algebra N is denoted W(N ), while the subset of all faithful elements of W(N ) is denoted W 0 (N ). Every state is a finite normal weight, and every faithful state is a finite faithful normal state, hence the diagram N
For ω, φ ∈ N + ⋆ we will write ω ≪ φ iff supp(ω) ≤ supp(φ). 6 An element ω ∈ N B+ is faithful iff supp(ω) = I. If φ is a normal weight on a W * -algebra N (which includes ω ∈ N + ⋆ as a special case), then the restriction of φ to a reduced W * -algebra,
is a faithful normal weight (respectively, an element of (N supp(φ) )
Hence, given ψ ∈ W(N ) and P ∈ Proj(N ), P = supp(ψ) iff ψ| N P ∈ W 0 (N P ) and ψ(P ) = ψ(P xP ) ∀x ∈ N + . In particular, for ω, φ ∈ N + ⋆ and ω ≪ φ, we have ω| N supp(φ) ∈ W 0 (N supp(φ) ).
A representation of a C * -algebra C is defined as a pair (H, π) of a Hilbert space H and a * -homomorphism π : C → B(H). A representation π : C → B(H) is called: nondegenerate iff {π(x)ξ | (x, ξ) ∈ C × H} is dense in H; normal iff it is continuous with respect to the weak-⋆ topologies of C and B(H); faithful iff ker(π) = {0}. An element ξ ∈ H is called cyclic for a C * -algebra C ⊆ B(H) iff Cξ := x∈C {xξ} is norm dense in B(H). A representation π : C → B(H) of a C * -algebra C is called cyclic iff there exists Ω ∈ H that is cyclic for π(C). According to the Gel'fand-Naȋmark-Segal theorem [50, 111] for every pair (C, ω) of a C * -algebra C and ω ∈ C B+ there exists a triple (H ω , π ω , Ω ω ) of a Hilbert space H ω and a cyclic representation π ω : C → B(H) with a cyclic vector Ω ω ∈ H ω , and this triple is unique up to unitary equivalence. It is constructed as follows. For a C * -algebra C and ω ∈ C B+ , one defines the scalar form ·, · ω on C,
x, y ω := ω(x * y) ∀x, y ∈ C, (3.5) and the Gel'fand ideal
which is a left ideal of C, closed in the norm topology (it is also closed in the weak-⋆ topology if ω ∈ C B+ ⋆ ). The form ·, · ω is hermitean on C and it becomes a scalar product ·, · ω on C/I ω .
The Hilbert space H ω is obtained by the completion of C/I ω in the topology of norm generated by ·, · ω . Consider the morphisms
The element ω ∈ C B+ is uniquely represented in terms of H ω by the vector [I] ω =: Ω ω ∈ H ω , which is cyclic for π ω (C) and satisfies ||Ω ω || = ||ω||. Hence
An analogue of this theorem for weights follows the similar construction, but lacks cyclicity. If N is a W * -algebra, and ω is a weight on N , then there exists the Hilbert space H ω , defined as the completion of n ω / ker(ω) in the topology of a norm generated by the scalar product 10) and there exist the maps
is nondegenerate and normal. It is also faithful if ω ∈ W 0 (N ). The commutant of a subalgebra N of any algebra C is defined as 
(3.14)
and determines a unique conjugation 7 J in H such that Jξ = ξ ∀ξ ∈ H [57] , as well as a partial order on the set H sa := {ξ ∈ H | Jξ = ξ} given by,
If N is a W * -algebra, H is a Hilbert space, H ♮ ⊆ H is a self-polar cone, π is a nondegenerate faithful normal representation of N on H, and J is conjugation on H, then the quadruple hold. For any standard representation
holds. The map ξ π : N + ⋆ → H ♮ is order preserving. If N = B(K) for some Hilbert space K, then the standard representation Hilbert space is given by the space K ⊗ K B ∼ = G 2 (K) := {x ∈ B(K) | tr K (x * x) < ∞} of Hilbert-Schmidt operators equipped with an inner product x, y := tr K (x * y), where (·) B denotes Banach dual space. In this case, the map (3.17) reads ξ π :
Relative modular theory
For a given W * -algebra N , φ ∈ W(N ), and ω ∈ W 0 (N ) the map
is a densely defined, closable antilinear operator. Its closure admits a unique polar decomposition 19) where J φ,ω is a conjugation operator, called relative modular conjugation, while ∆ φ,ω is a positive self-adjoint operator on dom(∆ φ,ω ) ⊆ H ω with supp(∆ φ,ω ) = supp(φ)H ω , called a relative modular operator [4, 27, 35] . The relative modular operators allow to define a one-parameter family of partial isometries in supp(φ)N , called Connes' cocycle [26] , 20) where ψ ∈ W 0 (N ) is arbitrary, so it can be set equal to ω. As shown by Araki and Masuda [10] (see also [92] ), the definition of ∆ φ,ω and [φ : ω] t can be further extended to the case when φ, ω ∈ W(N ), by means of a densely defined closable antilinear operator
where (H, π, J, H ♮ ) is a standard representation of a W * -algebra N , and H φ ⊆ H ⊇ H ω . For φ, ω ∈ N + ⋆ this becomes a closable antilinear operator [9, 76] 
⊥ denotes a complement of the closure in H of the linear span of the action π(N ) on ξ π (ω). In both cases, the relative modular operator is determined by the polar decomposition of the closure R φ,ω of
If (3.21) or (3.22) is used instead of (3.18), then the formula (3.20) has to be replaced by 24) and [φ : ω] t is a partial isometry in supp(φ)N supp(ω) whenever [supp(φ), supp(ω)] = 0.
Quantum distances
Given any set X, a distance is defined as a map D : 47] iff is it bounded, symmetric and satisfies triangle inequality
We will use the symbol d instead of D to denote metrical distances. A distance on a statistical model will be called a statistical distance, while a distance on a quantum model will be called a quantum distance. A term information distance with be used to refer to any of them. Let ℘(X) denote a powerset of X. If K ⊆ X is such that the map
is a singleton (one-element set, { * }) for all φ ∈ X, then we call (3.26) an entropic projection 8 . For any W * -algebra N , and φ, ω ∈ N + ⋆ the following formulas define quantum distances on 
(ω, φ) < ∞, then (3.31) takes the form [102, 103] 
For a semi-finite N , normal faithful semi-finite trace τ on N and ρ φ and ρ ω defined by φ(·) = τ (ρ φ ·) and ω(·) = τ (ρ ω ·), the Araki distance (3.31) turns to the Umegaki distance [115, 116] (cf. also [6, 7] )
if ω ≪ φ, and
(ω, φ) = +∞ otherwise. A special, but definitely most popular, case of (3.33) is obtained for N = B(H) and τ = tr.
For a commutative N ∼ = L ∞ (X , ℧(X ),μ), where (X , ℧(X ),μ) is any localisable measure space such thatμ φ ≪μ andμ ω ≪μ where ψ(x) =: Xμ ψ (x )x(x ) ∀x ∈ N + and ψ ∈ {φ, ω}, the Araki distance (3.31) takes a form of the Wald-Good-Kullback-Leibler distance [121, 53, 83] ,
Under these conditions, and assumingμ φ ≪μ ω , one has
Among above distances, only D 1/2 is symmetric, and none of them is metrical. Metrical quantum distances will be discussed in Section 5.
4 Lüders' and quantum Jeffrey's rules as entropic projections
is a countable set, and {P i | i ∈ I} ⊆ Proj(B(H)) satisfies i∈I P i = I ∈ B(H) and P i P j = δ ij P i ∀i, j ∈ I, then the weak Lüders rule is defined as a map [84, 110] G
If P ∈ Proj(B(H)), then the strong Lüders rule is defined as a map
with domain restricted by the condition tr(P ρ) = 0. The semi-strong Lüders rule, called sometimes a 'partial collapse', is defined as a map
where J is a subset of a countable set I corresponding to an orthogonal decomposition i∈I P i = I ∈ B(H), and the domain in (4.3) is restricted by a condition j∈J tr(P j ρ) = 0. holds, then (4.1) can be written as
In particular, if J = { * }, then (4.5) turns to the direct extension of strong Lüders' rule (4.2) to G 1 (H) + , which coincides with (4.2) on G 1 (H)
Remark 4.3. In the case when ρ 2 = ρ, then ∃ξ ∈ H such that ρ = P span(ξ) (i.e., ρ is a projector onto a closed one-dimensional linear subspace of H spanned by ξ), and the strong Lüders rule takes the form of the strong von Neumann rule [120] , called also a 'state vector reduction',
Definition 4.4. We define quantum Jeffrey's rule as a map
where n ∈ N,
Remark 4.5. In the case when an orthogonal decomposition of I ∈ B(H) is given by the set {P, I − P }, and tr(ρ new (I − P )) = 0, then (4.7) reduces to (4.2). The direct analogy between this property and the conditions under which Jeffrey's rule (2.6) reduces to the Bayes-Laplace rule (2.5), together with the analogy between (4.7) and (2.6), justify the name we gave to (4.7). Proposition 4.6. Definition (4.7) of ρ new is equivalent to a condition
with [ρ new , P i ] = 0 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Proof. An implication from (4.7) to (4.8) is easy. In the opposite direction, let us consider an arbitrary x ∈ B(H) sa such that [x, P i ] = 0 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. For an arbitrary countable set I the condition [P i , ρ new ] = 0 ∀i ∈ I is equivalent to ρ new = i∈I P i ρ new P i and to [ρ new , x] = 0, where x = i∈I λ i P i ∈ B(H) sa with arbitrary {λ i ∈ R | i ∈ I}. See [64] for a clear discussion of these conditions and their equivalence. Hence,
This gives
In what follows we will prove that the weak Lüders rule is a special case of an entropic projection, determined by constrained minimisation with a D 0 (φ, ψ) distance (Theorems 4.20 and 4.28). Next, we will use different constraints to derive quantum Jeffrey's rule (Theorem 4.29). Finally, we will show that the strong Lüders rule arises as a weakly continuous limit of quantum Jeffrey's rule (Remark 4.30), and can be also obtained by a constrained minimisation of a regularised modification of D 0 (φ, ψ) distance (Theorem 4.34). The necessity of recourse to limit or regularisation indicates that, as opposed to weak Lüders' rule, strong Lüders' rule is not directly derivable from minimisation of D 0 distance. However, in Section 5 we will show that in some special cases (which usually turn it to the strong von Neumann rule) it can be derived from minimisation of D 1/2 distance.
Remark 4.8. According to de Muynck [32] (see also [46, 90, 75, 91] ), the strong von Neumann and strong Lüders rules should be viewed as procedures of updating of quantum state, yet not in the predictive (inferential) sense, but in the preparative (calibrating) sense. If one extends this interpretation to the weak Lüders rule, and assumes that the 'preparative' use of entropic projection should be implemented by constrained minimisation of information distance in its second argument, then our result can be interpreted by saying that the weak Lüders rule of quantum state preparation can be derived from the constrained minimisation of the Araki distance
(ω, φ). (We do not consider this interpretation as necessary.)
Remark 4.9. In what follows M will be an arbitrary set, Q ⊆ M its arbitrary subset, and D will be an arbitrary (not necessarily bounded) distance on M. If arg inf φ∈Q {D(φ, ψ)} consists of a single element, then we will denote it by P D Q (ψ). holds, then we will say that Q satisfies triangle equality for ψ at ρ ∈ Q with respect to D.
then we will say that the pair (Q 1 , Q 2 ) satisfies subprojection property with respect to D.
Lemma 4.12. If Q ⊆ M satisfies triangle equality for ψ at ρ ∈ Q with respect to D, then
it follows that arg inf φ∈Q {D(φ, ψ)} exists, is unique, and is equal to ρ. Proof. Triangle equalities in this case read
Now, let ρ 2 ∈ Q 1 ∩ Q 2 . This gives
Proposition 4.14. If Q i satisfies triangle equality for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and (Q i , Q j ) satisfy subprojection property for every i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then arg inf
where ρ k = arg inf φ∈Q k {D(φ, ρ k−1 )}, ρ 0 = ψ, and Q n satisfies triangle equality at ρ n .
Proof. We will prove this lemma by mathematical induction. Let us assume that it holds for some k ∈ N. Then ρ k = arg inf
and Q k satisfies triangle equality with ρ k . Let ψ k ∈ Q 1 ∩ . . . ∩ Q k , and consider
Then ψ k ∈ Q i for every i ≤ k, and from the subprojection property for
Hence, subprojection property holds for Q 1 ∩ . . . ∩ Q k and Q k+1 . Lemma 4.13 applied to Q 1 ∩ . . . ∩ Q k and Q k+1 gives
This lemma holds for k = 2 by subprojection property of Q 1 and Q 2 .
Remark 4.15.
In what follows, we will assume that N = B(H) and φ, ψ, ω, ρ ∈ M(N ) = B(H)
for some Hilbert space H of arbitrary dimension. The value of n ∈ N will be kept arbitrary but fixed.
Lemma 4.16. If tr(ψ(log ρ − log ψ) 2 ) < ∞, then the triangle equality at ρ for ψ with respect to D 0 is equivalent with ∀ψ ∈ M(N ) ∃ρ ∈ Q ∀φ ∈ Q tr(ψ(log ρ − log φ)) = tr(ρ(log ρ − log φ)).
(4.25)
Proof. If these distance functionals are finite, then tr(ψ(log ψ − log φ)) = tr(ρ(log ρ − log φ)) + tr(ψ(log ψ − log ρ)), (4.26)
tr(ψ(log ρ − log φ)) = tr(ρ(log ρ − log φ)). (4.27)
, and let ρ = P ψP + (I − P )ψ(I − P ), where P ∈ Proj(N ). Then
Proof. The operators φ, ρ are block-diagonal matrices, so any functions of ρ and φ are also block-diagonal. Thus, [log ρ − log φ, P ] = 0 and [log ρ − log φ, I − P ] = 0. It follows (log ρ − log φ) = (log ρ − log φ)(P 2 + (I − P ) 2 ) = P (log ρ − log φ)P + (I − P )(log ρ − log φ)(I − P ). (4.29) Substituting P ρP = P (P ψP + (I − P )ψ(I − P ))P = P ψP we get tr(ψP (log ρ − log φ)P ) = tr(ρP (log ρ − log φ)P ).
(4.30)
Similarly, we obtain tr(ψ(I − P )(log ρ − log φ)(I − P )) = tr(ρ(I − P )(log ρ − log φ)(I − P )), (4.31) and it follows that tr(ψ(log ρ − log φ)) = tr(ρ(log ρ − log φ)). 
together with (4.33) and (4.40), we obtain
which follows from
for k ∈ {i, j}, and
Proof. From Proposition 4.17 it follows that arg inf
From [ψ, P j ] = 0 we obtain
. . , n}, and Q := {ω ∈ M(N ) | [P i , ω] = 0 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}. Then Q satisfies triangle equality and
47)
where ρ k = arg inf φ∈Q k {D 0 (φ, ρ k−1 )} for k ∈ {1, . . . , n} and ρ 0 = ψ.
Proof. Follows directly from Proposition 4.14, Lemma 4.18 and Proposition 4.17.
Proof. By mathematical induction. Assume that
51) what follows from
The first step of this induction is satisfied by Proposition 4.17. Since there is finitely many projections, every function in a W * -algebra N generated by these projections is their finite sum, and is equivalent to a function on n points. . In order to prove this theorem, we will need also to generalise Lemma 4.16, Proposition 4.17, and Lemma 4.18. This will be provided, respectively, by Lemma 4.24, Proposition 4.26, and Lemma 4.27. Our main tool will be the expression for D 1 (ψ, φ) = D 0 (φ, ψ) in terms of Connes' cocycle, introduced by Petz in [103] . (∆ ρ,ψ ) ), then the triangle equality for ψ at ρ with respect to D 0 is equivalent to ∀ψ ∈ M(N ) ∃ρ ∈ Q ∀φ ∈ Q i lim
Moreover, given
we have
Hence,
where the second equation follows from the property ∆ it ρ,ψ ξ π (ψ) = [ρ : ψ] t ξ π (ψ) ∀t ∈ R for a standard representative ξ π (ψ) ∈ H ♮ of ψ in a standard representation (H, π, J, H ♮ ), which in this case is given by the cyclic vector Ω ψ of the GNS representation (H ψ , π ψ , Ω ψ ). The triangle equality (4.11) reads i lim 62) and is equivalent to i lim
It remains to calculate i lim
Proof. If φ([P, x]) = 0, then φ(P x) = φ(xP ), so, for x =: y(I − P ), 65) and similarly φ((I − P )yP ) = 0. Conversely, every y ∈ N has the form y = P yP + (I − P )yP + P y(I − P ) + (I − P )y(I − P ). 
Proof. We will use block decomposition of N into 70) together with the corresponding notation ∀x ∈ N x = P xP + P x(I − P ) + (I − P )xP + (I − P )x(I − P ) =: x 11 + x 21 + x 12 + x 22 =: Recall from (3.22)-(3.23) that for a given standard representation of N on a Hilbert space H, and ξ ∈ H such that ξ⊥[N Ω ρ ], the relative modular operator ∆ φ,ρ is defined as ∆ φ,ρ := R * φ,ρR φ,ρ , where [9] R φ,ρ (xΩ ρ + ξ) = (supp(φ))x * Ω φ . (4.74)
From xΩ ρ , P ξ H = P xΩ ρ , ξ H = 0 ∀x ∈ N (4.75)
we have P ξ⊥[N Ω ρ ], and, analogously, (I − P )ξ⊥[N Ω ρ ], so, because P ∈ N , it preserves the dense domain. From
we have that [P, ∆ φ,ρ ] = 0 on the dense domain. Since P is bounded, it follows that ∆ φ,ρ preserves the decomposition ran(P ) ⊕ ran(I − P ). Hence, ∆ φ,ρ is block diagonal. The same holds for
From ψ(P xP + (I − P )x(I − P )) = ρ(P xP + (I − P )x(I − P )) ∀x ∈ N , and we obtain
Hence, by Lemma 4.24, triangle equality holds if Ω ψ ∈ dom(log(∆ ρ,ψ )). It remains to check whether this condition is satisfied. Araki and Masuda [10] and Donald [42] prove this relation, but under stronger conditions (Araki and Masuda assume that ρ is faithful, while Donald assumes also faithfulness of ψ), so we need to provide more general proof. Let ξ⊥[N Ω ψ ], and consider operators R ψ , R ρ,ψ and A given by
Hence
On the other hand,
so, for every positive operator x on a Hilbert space H,
It follows that Ω ψ ∈ dom(log(∆ ρ,ψ )).
Lemma 4.27.
Proof. From Proposition 4.26 it follows that arg inf
Denote the right hand side of (4.90) by ϕ. We need to check that ψ([ 
. . , n}, n i=1 P i = I, and tr(ψP i ) = 0 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, if λ i ∈ R satisfy n i=1 λ i = 1, and
. . , n}. Then, using the fact that each function of block diagonal matrices is block diagonal, we obtain
Using tr(
, and equality is attained iff φ i = ρ i . Hence,
tr(ψ(log ψ − log ρ)) ≤ tr(ψ(log ψ − log φ)). 
Note that (4.95) is a weakly continuous function of λ i . The limit (4.100) is also weakly continuous. Hence, the strong Lüders rule can be considered as a weakly continuous limit of an entropic projection P D 0 .
Remark 4.31. Despite the observation carried in Remark 4.5, the direct derivation of (4.2) along the lines of Theorem 4.29 with the initial constraints λ 2 = . . . = λ n = 0 is impossible, because in such case the necessary assumptions for this theorem do not hold. More precisely, the states ω that satisfy
do not exist if tr(ρP ) = 0. This follows from −tr ω log | P N P (P ρP ) + log | (I−P )ρ(I−P ) (I − P )ρ(I − P ) = −tr (ω log | P N P (P ρP )) = −tr(ω log 0) = −∞. This situation can be improved by 'regularisation' of the difference of two distance functionals, using Connes' cocycle with respect to some well-behaved 'reference' functional ω 0 ∈ M(N ).
The natural choice in the case of strong Lüders' rule is ω 0 = ρ| P N P . (Donald [40, 41] also introduces a distance functional that is dependent on the choice of a subset of C * -algebra, but his motivation as well as the resulting mathematical construction differ from ours.) Hence, in order to show that the strong Lüders rule is an entropic projection without any limits involved, we will use an analogue of a Theorem 4.28 for a single projection P and a regularised distance functional D P 0 (φ, ψ), defined as a restriction of D 0 (φ, ψ) to a subspace P N P .
Lemma 4.32.
is a distance functional on (P N P )
, that is, Proof. We need to check that tr((I − P )ωP ) = 0, which is equivalent to ω((I − P )xP ) = 0 ∀x ∈ N . But this follows from
Similarly ω(x(I − P )) = 0 ∀x ∈ N .
Theorem 4.34. If Q sL := {ω ∈ M(N ) | tr(ωP ) = tr(ω) = 1}, and ψ ∈ M(N ) satisfies tr(P ψ) = 0, then
Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.29, applied to (P N P ) + ⋆1 , if we notice that
which follows from Lemma 4.33.
Minimisation of quantum metrical distances
In the Hilbert space based quantum mechanics a transition probability of ξ 0 , ξ 1 ∈ H such that ||ξ 0 || = ||ξ 1 || = 1 is defined as
Different generalisations of the notion of transition probability to the case of quantum states over W * -algebras are possible. The two most important are: the Raggio transition probability [104]
where (H, π, J, H ♮ ) is a standard representation of N , and the Cantoni-Uhlmann transition probability [21, 114] TP CU (φ, ψ) := sup
where ζ π (ω) ∈ H is defined by ω(x) = ζ π (ω), π(x)ζ π (ω) H ∀x ∈ N for some representation (H, π) of N , and the supremum varies over all possible representations. For the comparison of (5.2) with (5.3) and with some other possibilities, see [104, 105, 1, 124, 125] .
From the geometric perspective it is worth noting that (5.2) is bijectively related to the distance on N + ⋆ defined by the norm of 4) as well as to the D 1/2 distance (3.29) on N + ⋆ ,
while (5.3) is bijectively related to the Bures distance on N + ⋆ [20] (cf. also [3, 5] ) defined by 6) where ζ π is defined as above, and inf varies over the same range as sup in (5.3). In the notation above we have used freely the unitary equivalence between any standard representation
Herbut [64] proved that 
The algebra N 0 is interpreted as representing operators subjected to a "partial measurement", while T is a noncommutative analogue of the Radon-Nikodým quotient that follows from Sakai's theorem [108] and can be thought of as a generalisation of a projection. 9 They derived in [14, 12, 87] several different "post-measurement" states, dependent on the choice of N 0 , T , and initial correlations in ψ.
It was shown by Raggio [105] that the strong Lüders rule (4.2) can be directly derived as a special case of constrained maximisation of the Cantoni-Uhlmann transition probability (5.3). Let Y be a convex subset of a real topological vector space X. A subset F ⊆ Y is called a face iff
Let N be a W * -algebra, and let K be a closed, convex subset of N + ⋆1 such that
For a generalisation to a setting based on C * -algebras, see [54] . For a generalisation that does not require a subset N0 to be a W * -algebra, see [87] .
Such set is a face in N + ⋆1 . For each face K ⊆ N + ⋆1 there exists a unique P ∈ Proj(N ) such that ω ∈ K ⇐⇒ ω(P ) = 1. If Q P is a face in N + ⋆1 with a corresponding P ∈ Proj(N ), ψ ∈ N + ⋆1 , N = B(H), and tr(ρ ψ · ) ≡ ψ, then [105] P ρ ψ P tr(P ρ ψ ) = arg sup
This corresponds to Domotor's observation [38] that the faces in L 1 (X , ℧(X ),μ) + 1 form the correct constraints for the Bayes-Laplace rule. On the other hand, (5.5) gives us arg sup
(5.12)
From the fact [105] that arg sup
whenever N is commutative, or ψ is pure, or
, we can conclude that in any of these cases
Thus, under the above conditions, the strong Lüders rule can be derived as a result of constrained minimisation of D 1/2 (ω, ψ). However, these conditions are so restrictive (eliminating e.g. nonpure density operators) that it is more proper to say that the equation (5.14) expresses a derivation of the strong von Neumann rule. Raggio [105] showed also that, for a general ψ and K the same as in (5.11), (5.12) leads to a different result than (5.11) . This is also the case for a general ψ and K = Q sL . Nevertheless, we can prove the following:
Proof. Follows directly from (5.7) and
Another result was obtained by Hadjisavvas [59, 60] , who showed that the strong von Neumann rule for pure ψ ∈ G 1 (H)
It is worth noticing that the original definition [69] 19) while the distance minimised in [93, 96, 94, 95] can be represented in a form
where A is a boolean algebra 10 . In this sense, Hadjisavvas' derivation of the strong von Neumann rule from minimisation of d L 1 (N ) is similar to Burris' derivation of Jeffrey's rule as a (nonunique) minimiser of (5.20) (reported in [96, 95] 11 ). In [36] Diu showed that, when applied to nonpure
(ψ) does not lead to the strong Lüders rule (in [37] he extended this result to a more general family of metrical distances on quantum states). In our opinion, Diu's result cannot be used as a general argument against using constrained minimisation of d L 1 (N ) , or any other information distance, because strong Lüders' rule is not a uniquely "correct" quantum state change rule. However, on the positive side, Diu's result and the similar result by Raggio on P D 1/2 Q sL (ψ) for nonpure ψ exemplify that the choice of an information distance subjected to minimisation preselects the type of possible constraints and the class of admissible results. In this sense, the choice of an information distance (metrical or not) amounts to the choice of a specific convention of inference, which in turn determines some range of possible forms of information dynamics and their output states.
Discussion
The information state changes conditioned on certainties (yes/no truth values corresponding to elements of a boolean algebra or orthonormal lattice of projections) are definitely not the only way, and also not the most useful way, of defining information dynamics of information states, both statistical and quantum. The possibility of a derivation of the Bayes-Laplace, Jeffrey's, Lüders', and quantum Jeffrey's rules from minimisation of different distance functionals subjected to various constraints shows the explanatory (semantic) strength of the approach based on entropic projections.
While in principle any quantum state change rule (such as Luders' rule, quantum Jeffrey's rule, or some quantum channel 12 ) is an ad hoc postulate, not derived from any other, more fundamental, property of quantum theoretic formalism, in practice the choice of a particular form of this rule reflects certain assumptions about the relationship between the knowledge about outcomes of experimental procedure and the contents of a quantum theoretical model. For example, weak Lüders' rule assumes the specific type of knowledge about the "measurement result", requiring specification of the choice of the projection operators {P i | i ∈ I} ⊆ B(H). This restricts the allowed form of 'experimental evidence' to nonempty convex closed linear subspaces of a commutative L 2 space.
A virtue of the approach based on quantum entropic projections is that it allows for a vast generalisation beyond the above restriction, while keeping clear underlying conceptual principles as well as strong mathematical useability. Each information distance functional D expresses a choice of a specific convention on the preferred/relevant and unpreferred/irrelevant aspects of information states: the relevant aspects are those that more strongly participate in the values of D (one can think of a conventional character of a least squares distance, which expresses certain arbitrary preferences regarding the information content of the data). To every choice of an information distance there corresponds a preferred type of constraint (preferred geometric form of 'experimental evidence') for which this information distance is capable of obtaining a unique 10 More precisely, it is a finite boolean algebra that is defined as a Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra of a predicate calculus language.
11 In [118] this result is incorrectly attributed to [68] , despite the clear statement in [96, 95] . Note that this result was proven only for Jeffrey's rule (2.6) with n = 2.
12 That is, a completely positive trace preserving map between quantum states.
minimum. The general way to introduce constraints is then to provide a mapping Ξ → M(N ) from the space Ξ of ('epistemic'/'experimental'/'registration') parameters describing the sets of "possible outcomes" into nonempty convex closed subsets of M(N ). This way, as opposed to the Bayes-Laplace rule and Lüders' rules, in our framework the conditioning is provided not upon the abstract 'event' that belongs to a boolean algebra or to an orthomodular lattice, respectively, but upon the value taken in the space Ξ of parameters describing the "possible outcomes". This is similar to the semi-spectral (povm/cp-map) approach, which uses linear povm-instruments conditioned upon the spaces of "possible outcomes" that belong to ℧(X ). This difference (conditioning upon 'quantitative information' as opposed to conditioning upon 'event') is the key insight. Note that in the semi-spectral approach there is also no bijection between the space of 'abstract events' and the space of "possible outcomes": a single effect can correspond to various elements Y ∈ ℧(X ) [15] : the 'eigenstate-eigenvalue link' [45] breaks down here. However, as opposed to the semi-spectral approach, our approach completely detaches from the reliance on the use of spectral theory in foundations of quantum theory, allowing for more flexible operational specification of the 'experimental evidence', and for deriving "quantum measurement" rules from a single underlying principle (entropic projection), which is alternative to quantum channels. In particular, the use of quantum distance as an underlying mathematical structure allows for geometric analysis and justification of the choice of a specific convention of quantum inference/dynamics. This is in contrast with the general lack of clear geometric justification for a choice of a specific quantum channel in the semi-spectral approach.
An extended development of the approach based on quantum entropic projections as an alternative to povm-instruments, and as a replacement for Lüders' rules, will be carried out in [80] . For an alternative derivation of Lüders' rules from quantum entropic projections based on D 0 , see [62] .
What does it all mean for quantum bayesianism? Quite often 'bayesianism' is understood as a subjective interpretation of probability equipped with the requirement of using the BayesLaplace rule for the purpose of changing probabilities due to learning new information. However, the appearance of other updating rules, such as Jeffrey's rule, Field's rule [44] , and constrained maximisation of the WGKL distance [82, 65, 74, 123] , has undermined the universality of a second component. The usual perspective on the meaning of 'quantum bayesianism' starts from the semi-spectral approach to mathematical foundations of quantum theory, and aims at recasting (some suitable class of) povm-instruments as (a modified form of) the Bayes-Laplace rule, while keeping the subjective interpretation of probabilities. Such perspective assumes that probability theory and spectral theory should be fundamental constitutents of quantum theory. Moreover, it also does not provide justification for using povm-instruments: the mathematical foundations are just taken for granted. The results contained in this paper are intended to serve as a guideline (via quantum Jeffrey's rule) and as a backwards compatibility proof (via recovery of Lüders' rules) for an alternative approach to the mathematical and conceptual meaning of 'quantum bayesianism'. According to our point of view, quantum states should be used as carriers of intersubjective knowledge on their own mathematical right (as elements of a noncommutative L 1 space), without reference to probabilities (elements of a commutative L 1 space), while the processes of inductive inference (information dynamics) can be fruitfully modelled using quantum entropic projections as a nonlinear alternative to the Bayes-Laplace rule and linear povm-instruments. See [80] for a detailed account.
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